
Bubble Park
Rainbow
Endless fun with the JB Bubble Parks 

The Bubble Park in theme rainbow is equipped foam output so that you could quickly �ll the boarding
with foam by quickly installing and turning it on. The shape of the boarding ensures that the as much
foam as possible stays inside of the boarding. Children are going to have a great time playing inside in the
Bubble park with foam. The Bubble Parks are very easy and quick to place on a lawn in the backyard and
therefore also very suitable for children's parties.  

Safe and innovative JB Bubbles system 

JB In�atables invests a lot of time in developing innovative and safe products. One of such products is
 JB Bubbles products. The products are ideal for a quick and easy set-up of a foam party, for example in
your backyard. Unlike other foam machines, this JB Bubbles generator has no electrical or rotating parts,
so children can play safely and freely with the products. When using this product, we recommend using it
on a soft and non-slip surface such as grass or beach sand. 

Great rental possibilities

JB In�atables continues to develop so that we can support you as a rental or event agency with
innovative products and the best possible service. Thanks to its low investment costs and high rental
value, JB Bubbles is ideal for expanding your range. Exciting? Then take a look at our specially compiled
Package Deals. As an extra service we o�er free promotional material in the form of visuals and videos.
This way you not only have new, cool products in your hands, but you also don't have to think about your
promotion anymore!

JB Bubble Liquid

The JB Bubbles products need not only air, but foam as well. JB Bubble Liquid is the solution for perfect
foam. Use 1 bag of JB Bubble liquid per 70 liter JB Bubble Machine. Simply �ll the bubble machine with
water, add 1 bag of Bubble Liquid, stir, cover the barrel and the foam party can begin. An average play
time per �lling of Bubble Machine is 30 to 60 minutes.. When the Bubble Machine is empty �ll it up again
and enjoy playing further. Endless fun!

In�ated product

Length 3,5m

Width 3,5m

Height 2,2m

Amount of players 4

Setup / dismantling

Setup/Dismantling duration approx. 10 minutes

Persons to setup/dismantle 1 person

Blowers 1,1 kW x 1

Weight per blower Blower 1,1 kW = 17 kg

Speci�cations packaged product

Length 0,5m

Depth 0,5m

Weight 40kg

Amount of packages 1x

General

SKU 40.001.001.031

Warranty 5 years warranty

Service 5 Year service

Including Logbook/manual
Repair kit
Anchoring material
Blower(s)
Transport bag


